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On a Characterization of Subgeometries PG(r, Jq) in PG(r, q), 
q a Square 
MASSIMO DE FINIS AND MARIALUISA J. DE RES MINI 
Subgeometries PG(r,.Jq) of PG(r,q), q a square, r;;.3, are characterized as k-sets of type 
(m, n) with respect to primes and an infinite family of two character sets in PG(r, q), r odd, q 
a square, is constructed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a k-set of points in PG(r, q); K will be said to be of class [ml, m2,' .. ,ms] 
with respect to primes when any prime in PG(r, q) meets K either in mb or in m2,' .. ,or 
in ms points. Moreover, when all such primes do exist, K is of type (mb m2, ... ,ms) 
with respect to primes [4, 6]. The following notations will be used: 
q;h = qh +qh-I + ... +q + 1 = number of points in PG(h, q), 
q;~ = Jqh +Jqh-I + ... +Jq+ 1 = number of points in PG(h, J q). 
Assume q is a square; then it is straightforward that a subgeometry PG(r, J q) of 
PG(r, q) is a q;;-set of type (q;;-2, q;;-d with respect to primes in PG(r, q). Thus the 
question arises if the converse is also true. In this paper it will be shown that a q;;-set 
of type (q; ;-2, q; ;-1) with respect to primes in PG (r, q) containing no line actually is a 
sub geometry PG(r, Jq) provided r = 3, 4 (Sections 2 and 3); when r;;;' 5, such a result 
will be proved under the additional assumption no d- dimensional subspace, 3,;;; d ,;;; r - 2, 
exists in PG(r, q) meeting the q;>set in (q;~-I +qJqd-l) points (Section 4). The result 
that will be proved is known when r = 2 [5]. 
Finally, a q;;-set of type (q;;-2, q;;-d with respect to primes will be constructed in 
PG(r, q), r odd, q a square, which is not a subgeometry; the construction will be 
generalized providing an infinite family of two character sets (Section 5). 
2. A CHARACTERIZATION OF SUBGEOMETRIES PG(3, J q) IN PG(3, q) 
In this section the q; ~-sets of type (q;~, q;;) with respect to planes in PG (3, q) which 
are subgeometries PG(3, J q) will be characterized; namely, the following theorem will 
be proved. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let K be a k-set of type (m, n) with respect to planes in PG (3, q), q a 
square. If K contains no line and 
then K is a subgeometry PG(3, J q) of PG(3, q). 
PROOF. Let 7T' be a (q +Jq + I)-secant plane of K and K =K n 7T'. K will be proved 
to be a Baer subplane of 7T'. 
Firstly, no line exists in 7T' which is external to K. Assume, on the contrary, I is such 
a line. Since any plane through I other than 7T' meets K in at least 1 + Jq points 
k ;;;.q(Jq + l)+q +Jq + 1 = k +q. 
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Therefore, any line in 11" meets K in at least one point. 
Since K contains no line, K is of class [1, ... , q] with respect to lines in 11". It will be 
proved that K is of type (1, 1 +~). Let x be a point in 11"\K and Wj the number of 
lines through x (in 11") meeting K in j points. Then 
(2.2) 
{ 
q 
L Wj =q +1 
:~: jWj ~q+Jq+1 
From Equations (2.2), 
(2.3) 
follows. Since q >2 (q being a square), for any Wq >0, (q -l)wq >~; thus, 
(2.4) Wq=O. 
By the same argument, 
(2.5) Wq-l = Wq-2 = ... = WJq+2 = 0, 
so that K is of class [1,2, . .. ,~, 1 +~] with respect to lines in 11". 
Let tj be the number of lines meeting K in j points; then [4, 5]: 
(2.6) 
1+"Iq 
L tj=q2+q+l 
j=l 
I+Jq 
L jtj = (q +v;j+ l)(q + 1) 
j = l 
Multiply the first equation (2.6) by - (1 + Jq), the second one by (1 + ~), the third 
one by -1 and add: 
I;; 
L (j -1)(~+ 1- j)tj = -(1 +~)(q2 +q + 1)+(1 +~)(q +~+ l)(q + 1) 
(2.7) 
j=2 
The coefficients of the tjS in the left-hand side of equality (2.7) being positive integers, 
for (2.7) to hold the following must be true: 
(2.8) t2 = t3 = ... = tJq = O. 
Therefore, K is of type (1, 1 + Jq) with respect to lines in 11" and is a Baer subplane 
of 11" [5]. 
Next, let 11" be a (1 + Jq)-secant plane of K; it will be proved that the l+Jq points 
in 11" nK are collinear. Let x and y be any two points in K n 11" and I the line through 
them. Assume II nKI = h. If all the planes through I were (1 + Jq)-secant planes of K, 
then 
k = l+~+q(~+l-h)=k -hq, 
which implies h = 0, a contradiction. Thus at least one plane through I exists which is a 
(q +~+ I)-secant plane of K. Let w be such a plane. K nw is a Baer subplane of w 
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and x, y E K (') w; therefore, the line through x and y meets K (') W in 1 +.Jq collinear 
points; since these points are exactly the points in K (') 1T, the claim is proved. 
Finally, if [ and [' are any two incident lines, each containing 1 +.Jq points of K, then 
they meet in a point of K. Indeed, [ and l' belong to a plane 1T which is a (q +.../q+ 
I)-secant plane of K, so that K (') 1T is a Baer subplane of 1T and [ and [' are two of its 
lines. Thus, K is a subgeometry PG(3, .Jq) of PG(3, q), and the statement is proved. 
In Section 5 it will be shown that the hypothesis in theorem 2.1 that K contains no 
line cannot be dropped, as a set with the parameters of PG(3, .Jq) which is not a 
sub geometry of PG(3, q) will be constructed. 
3. A CHARACTERIZATION OF SUBGEOMETRIES PG(4, .Jq) IN PG(4, q) 
THEOREM 3.1. Let K be a k-set of type (m, n) with respect to primes in PG(4, q), q a 
square, such that 
k =q2+q.Jq +q +.Jq+ 1, m =q +.Jq+ 1, n =q.Jq+q +.../q+ 1. 
If K contains no line, then K is a subgeometry PG(4, .Jq) of PG(4, q). 
PROOF. Let 7T be a (q.../q+q +.../q+ I)-secant prime of K. It will be proved that 
K = K (') 1T is of type (1 + .Jq, 1 +.Jq + q) with respect to planes in 1T, so that, by Theorem 
2.1, it is a sub geometry PG(3, .../q) of 1T. 
First of all, no plane exists in 1T which is external to K. Indeed, assume w is such a 
plane. In PG(4, q) there are q primes through w other than 1T, each of them being at 
least a (q + .Jq+ I)-secant prime of K; thus, 
k ~q(q +.Jq+ 1)+q.Jq +q +.Jq + 1 = k +q.Jq +q, 
a contradiction. Therefore, K is of class [1,2, ... , q2] with respect to planes in 1T since 
K contains no line. 
Let w be an s- secant plane of K in 1T, s > 0; any prime other than 1T through w meets 
K in at least q +.Jq+ 1 points; thus, 
k ~q.Jq+q +.Jq+ 1 +q(q +.Jq + I-s) = q2 +2q.Jq+2q +.../q+ I-sq, 
from which 
s~.Jq+l 
follows. Consequently, K is of class [1 +.Jq, ... ,q2] with respect to planes in 1T. 
Next, it will be proved that (1 +.Jq)-secant planes of If actually exist. Assume the 
least size of K (') w, w a plane in 1T, is 1 +.../q + a, a> O. Let [ be a line in 1T. Then [ is 
a b- secant line of K, b ~ O. Consider the planes through [ in 1T; then 
IKI = k ~ (q + 1)(1 +.Jq+a -b) +b, 
from which 
bq~a(q+l) 
follows. If a~q, then bq~q(q+l), i.e. b~q+l, and [belongs to K, a contradiction 
(since K contains no line). Therefore, a <q and lines external to K do exist (otherwise 
K would be a blocking set and IK(')wl~I+.Jq+q, whilst IK(')wl=I+.Jq+a,a~q). 
Let [ be a line external to K and consider the planes through [ in 7T. If 1 +.J q + a, 
o ~ a < q, is the least size of K (') w, w a plane in 1T, then 
k ~(q + 1)(1 +.../q+a) = k +a(q + 1). 
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Thus, a = 0 and (1 + Jq)-secant planes of K actually exist. Furthermore, any plane 
through an external line is a (1 + Jq)-secant plane of K. 
Next, let w be any plane in 'TT' such that IK n w I = 1 + Jq + q + c, c > O. Then, any 
prime through w is a (qJq+q +Jq+ I)-secant prime of K; hence, 
from which 
c =qJq-q 
follows. Therefore, K is of class [1 + Jq, ... , 1 + Jq + q, 1 + Jq + qJq] with respect 
to planes in 'TT'. Now it will be shown that (qJq+Jq+ I)-secant planes of K do not 
exist. Let w be such a plane and I a line on it. Then I is an x-secant line of K. ~onsider 
the planes through I in 'TT'; any of these planes other than w is at least a (1 + Jq)-secant 
plane of K. Hence, 
from which 
follows. Therefore, any line in w is at least a Jq-secant line of K* =K nw. Since K* 
is a proper subset of w, consider the lines in w through a point in w \K* and let Uj be 
the number of j-secant lines through it. Then 
{
UJq+' .. +uq =q + 1 
JquJq+' .. +quq = qJq+Jq+ 1. 
From these equations the following is obtained: 
Consequently, 
UJq+2 = ... = uq = O. 
Thus, K* is of type (Jq, 1 +Jq) with respect to lines in wand no such set exists [5]. 
Therefore, no (qJq+Jq+ I)-secant plane of K exists and K is of class [1 +Jq, . .. ,1 + 
Jq + q] with respect to planes in 'TT'. 
Finally, it will be pro'yed that K is of type (1+Jq, I+Jq+q) with respect to planes 
in 'TT'. Let w be a (1 + Jq+ a)-secant plane of K, 0,,;; a,,;; q. Since K is of type (~;, ~~) 
with respect to primes, considering the primes through w, the following hold: 
{
W0J i + W0J, = q + 1 
(~; -(1 +Jq+a))W0Ji +(~~ -(1 +Jq+a))w0J] =~~ -(1 +yq+a), 
Wj being the number of j-secant primes of K through w. Solving these simultaneous 
equations, 
W0J, = 1 +ajJq 
is 2btained, so tha!.. a = b Jq, 0,,;; b ,,;; Jq, and K is of class [1 + Jq, 1 + 2Jq, ... , 1 + 
sJ q, ... , 1 + q, 1 + J q + q] with respect to planes in 'TT'. 
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Let tj be the number of (l+jv'q)-secant planes of Kin 77", j=I,2, ... ,v'q,v'q+l; 
then 
{ Ij; tj = ~3, Ij; (1 + jv'q)tj = ~;~2 I+./q _ _ j~1 jv' q(1 + jv' q)tj =~; (~; -1)~I. (3.2) 
Since a subgeometry PG(3, v'q) of 77" is a ~;-set of type (~~, ~~), 
1 1 ~3 
(3.3) 1 +v'q 1 +v'q+q ~;~2 = o. 
v'q(1 +v'q) (v'q+q)(1 +v'q+q) ~;(~; -1)~1 
Solve the simultaneous equations (3.2) for t., s E {2, 3, ... , v'q}, i.e. solve the simul-
taneous equations: 
(3.4) 
.J;j 
tl+ts+tl+./q=~3- I ti 
i=2 
i~s 
- - - ./q-(1 +v'q)tl +(1 +sv'q)ts +(1 +v'q+q)tl+.J;j = ~;~2 - I (1 +iv'q)ti i=2 
i#=s 
v'q(1 +v'q)tl +sv'q(1 +sv'q)ts +(v'q+q)(1 +v'q+q)ft+./q 
.Jq _ _ 
=~I~;(~;-I)- I iv'q(l+iv'q)ti. 
i=2 
i¢:s 
Then ts is given by the ratio of two determinants; the denominator is positive and the 
numerator is the sum of v'q-l determinants; one of them is zero (being (3.3)) and the 
remaining ones have the following form 
1 1 1 
-tl+.Jq+b,lq t:t-v'q 1 + v'q+ bv'q q +v'q+ 1 
I v'q(1 +v'q) (v'q+bv'q)(1 +v'q+bv'q) (q +v'q)(1 +v'q+q) 
= -tl+,Iq+b,lq(bq2(v'q - b)). 
Since 1 ~ b ~ v'q-l, the quantity in parentheses is positive. Therefore, ts is non-
positive; it follows that ts = 0, for s = 2, ... , v'q. Consequently, K is of type (1 +v'q, 1 + 
v'q+q); thus, K is a subgeometry PG(3, v'q) of 1!z by Theorem 2.l. 
Next, it will be proved that, 77" being a (q +v'q+ I)-secant prime of K, K n 77" = K is 
contained in a plane wand is a Baer subplane of w. 
Let w be any plane in PG(4,q). If all primes through ware (q+v'q+l)-secant 
primes of K, then IK nwl = 1. Indeed, setting IK nwl = h, 
k = (q + 1)(q +v'q+ I-h)+h 
implies 
q2 +qv'q+q +v'q+ 1 = q2 +qv'q+q +q +v'q+ 1-hq, 
from which h = 1 follows. 
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Consequently, if w meets K in more than one point, then a 0J~-secant prime of K 
through w exists; therefore, since K n7T is a subgeometry PG(3,.Jq) of the 0J~-secant 
prime 7T through w, either K n w is a Baer subplane of w, or it consists. of 1 +.Jq 
collinear points. 
Let 7T be a (1 +.Jq+q)-secant prime of K and w a plane containing three independent 
points of K n 7T (such a plane exists as q +.Jq + 1 > q + 1); by the previous argument, 
w nK is a Baer subplane so that 7T 0K = w nK (since 17T nKI = Iw nKI). 
Finally, K is of class [0,1,1 +.Jq] with respect to lines in PG(4, q) as the previous 
arguments show. Furthermore, any two (1 +.Jq)-secant lines of K, say I and I', such 
that (I n K) n (I' n K) = 0, and a point p E K not on them being given, at most one line 
through p exists meeting both I and [' in points belonging to K and such a line is a 
(1 +.,!q)-secant line of K. Since [ and I' cannot be coplanar (otherwise their plane would 
meet K in a Baer subplane so that (I n K) n (I' n K) ~ 0, a contradiction), they belong 
to a prime 7T which is a 0J~-secant prime of K and either p E 7T, or pe 7T. In the former 
case the statement is true because K n 7T is a sub geometry PG(3, .Jq) of 7T to which p 
belongs. When p is not on 7T, no line through p (meeting 7T in just one point) can meet 
[ and l' in two distinct points. Consequently, at most one line through p exists meeting 
both [nK and [' nK. 
Hence, K is a sub geometry PG(4, .Jq) of PG(4, q) and the statement is proved. 
4. THE CASE r ~5 
THEOREM 4.1. Let K be a 0J;-set of type (07;-2,07;-1) with respect to primes in PG(r, q), 
q a square, r ~ 5. If K contains no line of PG (r, q) and no d-dimensional subspace exists 
in PG(rLq), 3 ~ d ~ r - 2, meeting K in (0J~-1 +q.Jqd - 1) points, then K is a subgeometry 
PG(r, .Jq) in PG(r, q). 
PROOF. Assume the statement is true in PG(r -1, q) and in PG(r -2, q). 
Let 7T be a 0J;-1-secant prime of K and K =K n 7T.1t will be proved that K(IKI = k = 
0J;-d is of type (07;-3, 07;-2) with respect to primes in 7T. 
Let w be a prime in 7T such that IK n wi = s. Any prime through w other than 7T is at 
least a 0);-2-secant prime of K; thus, 
IKI = k =0); ~0);-1 +q(0);-2 -s), 
for which 
follows. Consequently, K is of class [0) ;-3, ... ,M] with respect to primes in 7T, M < 0) ;-1. 
Assume an M-secant prime exists in 7T with M > 07 ;-2, i.e. M = 07 ;-2 + x (x > 0), and let 
it be w; then any prime through w in PG(r, q) is a 0J;-1-secant prime of K, so that 
k = 07; = (q + 1)(0);-1 - 0);-2 - x) + 07;-2 + x, 
which implies 
'-r-1 '-r-2 d M '-r-1 tM' X =vq -vq an =vq +;;Vr-3. 
By assumption, no such (r-2)-dimensional subspace exists in PG(r,q); therefore, K is 
of class [0) ;-3, ... ,0) ;-2] with respect to primes in 7T. 
Next, let w be a (0);-3 + a)-secant prime of Kin 7T, a >0. Since K is a two-character 
set, denoting by Wj the number of j-secant primes of K through w, the following hold: 
{ 
W~, + We>' = q + 1 ::L!r-2 ;:.J',._ 1 
(0);-2 -0);-3 -a)WCjJ;_2 +(0);-1 -0);-3 -a)wCjJ;_t = 0); -0);-3 -a. 
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From these simultaneous equations, 
W2lJ:-1 = 1+a/(v'q,-3) 
is obtained. Therefore, 
b = 0, 1, ... , Fq, 
. K-' f I [ru.' ru.' 1,-3 ru.' b 1,-3 ru.']' h I.e. IS 0 C ass ;;v ,-3, ;;v ,-3 +" q , ... , ;;v ,-3 + "q , ... , ;;v ,-2 WIt respect to 
primes in 7T. 
Now, it will be proved that K is of type (g;~-3, g;~-2) with re~ect to primes in 7T. Let 
ts_be the number of Ns-secant prim~s of Kin 7T, Ns = g;~-3 +Sv'q,-3, S = 0,1, ... , v'q-1, 
v' q. To compute tb, b E {1, 2, ... , v' q -1}, recall the following hold [4,6]: 
(4.2) 
Jq-1 
to+tb+ tJq=g;,-l- L tj 
j~l 
j"'b 
Jq-1 
Noto+Nbtb+NJ"qtJq=g;~-1g;'-2- L Njtj 
j~l 
j"'b 
N o(No-1)to+ Nb(Nb -1)tb + N,rq(N,rq -1)tJ"q 
Jq-1 
=g;~-1(g;;-1-1)g;'-3- L N j(M-1)tj. 
j~l 
j"'b 
The determinant of the coefficient matrix of (4.2) is 
1 1 1 
(4.3) No Nb NJq = bq'-3v'q'-2(Fq_ b). 
N o(No-1) Nb(Nb -1) N,rq(NJq-1) 
tb is given by the ratio of two determinants, the denominator being (4.3); 
(4.4) 
1 
Jq-1 
g;,-l- L tj 
j~l 
j"'b 
Jq-1 
g; ~-1g;'-2 - L Njlj 
j~l 
j"'b 
J"q-1 
1 
N;q 
N o(No-1) g;;-dg;;-l -1)g;,-3-L N j(Nj -1)tj N,rq(N,rq-1) 
j~l 
j"'b 
The determinant (4.4) is the sum of Fq-1 determinants; one of them is zero, since a 
subgeometry PG(r-1,v'q) of PG(r-1,q) is a g;;-l-set of type (g;;-3,g;;-2); each of 
the remaining ones is equal to (4.3) (with b = j) multiplied by (-tj ). Consequently, 
';;;-1 . ,-3v'-,-2(.Ja .) 
(4 5) tb = - L]q q q - J (.. 
. j~l bq,-3v'q,-2(v'q-b) l' 
j"'b 
thus, 
(4.6) 
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Since the tjS must be non-negative integers, all the coefficients in (4.6) being positive, 
from (4.6) 
(4.7) tj=O, j=I,2, ... ,.Jq -l, 
follows. Therefore, I( is of type (f0 ~-3, f0 ~-2) with respect to primes in 1T'. Since I( contains 
no line and no d- dimensional subspace, 3 ~ d ~ r - 3, exists in 1T' meeting I( in (f0 ~-l + 
q.Jqd - 1) points, by the induction hypothesis, I( is a sub geometry PG(r -1, .Jq) of 1T'. 
Finally, let 1T' be a f0~_2-secant prime of K and I( = 1T' nK, II(I = k =f0~-2' I( will be 
proved to be contained in a prime w of 1T' (i.e. an (r -2)-dimensional subspace of PG(r, q)) 
and to be a subgeometry PG(r - 2, .Jq) in w. 
Let w be any (r-2)-dimensional subspace of PG(r,q). If all primes through ware 
f0~_2-secant primes of K, then Iw nKI = f0~-4' Indeed, assume Iw nKI = h; then 
k =f0; =(q+l)(f0;-2 -h)+h 
implies h = f0~-4' Thus, if w meets K in more than f0~-4 points, then through w there 
is a f0~-l-secant prime of K, say 1T'; hence, Kn1T' being a subgeometry PG(r-l,.Jq) 
of 1T', wnK is either a PG(r-2,.Jq) or a PG(r-3,.Jq), i.e. w contains either f0~-2 
or f0~-3 points of K. Consequently, K is of class [f0;-4, f0;-3, f0~-2] with respect to 
(r - 2)-dimensional subspaces of PG(r, q). Actually, K is of type (f0~-4' f0~-3' f0~-2) with 
respect to (r-2)-dimensional subspaces of PG(r,q). Indeed, K can be neither a one-
character set nor a two-character set, since IK 1 = f0 ~ [4, 6]. On the other hand, since 
k = f0; < (q + 1)(f0 ~-l - f0~-2) + f0~-2 = .Jqr+ 1 + f0~-1' 
not all the primes through a f0~-2-secant (r-2) dimensional subspace of K, say w, can 
be f0~-l-secant primes of K. Thus, a f0;-z-secant prime of K, say 1T', exists through w. 
Therefore, K n 1T' = K n wand this set is a subgeometry PG(r - 2, .Jq) of w. 
The previous argument shows that any plane meeting K in three non-collinear 
points actually meets K in a Baer subplane. From this remark the statement follows. 
5. AN INFINITE FAMILY OF TWO-CHARACTER k-SETS IN PG(r, q), r ODD, q A SQUARE 
In this section it will be shown that the assumption K contains no line in Theorems 
2.1, 3.1 and 4.1 cannot be dropped. Indeed, a set with the same parameters as a 
subgeometry which is not a subgeometry will be constructed. 
THEOREM 5.1. In PG(2s+1,q), q a square, a f0~s+l-set of type (f0~s-h f0~s) with 
respect to primes exists which is not a subgeometry PG(2s + 1, Fq) of PG(2s + 1, q). 
PROOF. It is well known that PG(2s + 1, q), any q, contains a spread of qs+l + 1 
pairwise skew s-dim_ensional subspaces (f02s+1 = (qs+l + 1)f0s) [3]. Consequently, when 
q is a square, 1 + .J q pairwise s- dimensional subspaces of PG (2s + 1, q) do exist. Let 
K be the set consisting of all the points in such PG(s, q)s. Then 
IKI = (.Jq+ 1)f0s = f0~s+h 
i.e. IKI equals the number of points in a subgeometry PG(2s + 1,.Jq) of PG(2s + 1, q). 
K is of type (f0~s-1. f0~s) with respect to primes. Indeed, let 1T' be a prime in PG(2s + 1, q) 
not containing any of the subspaces forming K; then 1T' meets each of these subspaces 
in an (s -I)-dimensional subspace. Therefore, 1T' contains 
m = (1 +.Jq)f0s- 1 = f0~s-l 
points of K. On the other hand, if 1T' is a prime in PG(2s + 1, q) through one of the 
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s-dimensional subspaces forming K, then 7T contains 
n =9s + Jq9S- 1 =9;s 
points of K. Thus, K has the parameters of a sub geometry PG(2s + 1, ../q) of PG(2s + 
1, q), but it is not a subgeometry, as it contains subspaces and therefore lines. 
With the help of the result just proved a more general class of two-character sets can 
be constructed, as the next theorem will show. 
THEOREM 5.2. In PG(2s + 1, q), q a square, a k-set of type (m, n) with respect to 
primes, such that 
k = h9;s+h m = h9;s-h n = 9;s + (h -1)9;s-h 
exists for all h = 1, 2, ... ,9s(../q-1). 
PROOF. As an easy computation shows, the parameters in the statement satisfy the 
necessary existence conditions in [4, 6]. Firstly, notice that 
qs+1+ 1 - 2 
../ =9s(../q-1)+~. 
q+1 vq+1 
Take any spread of s-dim~nsional subspaces in PG(2s + 1, q) and h pairwise disjoint 
sets each containing 1 +../ q pairwise skew subspaces of the spread. Then the set K 
consisting of the points in these h(l +../q) s-dimensional subspaces is the set fh the 
statement. Indeed, IKI = h(l +../q)9s = h9;s+l; let 7T be any prime in PG(2s + 1, q); 
if 7T contains none of the subspaces forming K, then 7T meets each of them in an 
(s -I)-dimensional subspace, so that 
m = h (../q+ 1)9s- 1 = h9;s-1. 
If 7T contains one of the subspaces forming K (and since they are pairwise skew at 
most one of them can belong to 7T), then it meets each of the remaining ones in an 
(s -I)-dimensional subspace and 
n = 9 s + (h(Jq+ 1) -1)9s- 1 = 9;s + (h -1)9;s-1' 
(When h = 1, Theorem 5.1 is obtained again.) 
REMARK. It is easy to check that taking h subspaces in any spread of s- dimensional 
subspaces of PG(2s + 1, q), s ;;'1, any q, the set consisting of their points in an (h9s)-set 
of type (h9s- h qS + h9s- 1) with respect to primes. For any such set (as well as for the 
sets constructed in Theorems 5.1 and 5.2) IKI equals the number of n-secant primes, 
the condition n - m = Jq'-l in [2] being satisfied for any q since r is odd. In [2] an 
infinite family of sets having the same parameters as the sets in Theorem 5.2 is constructed 
in PG(r, q), q a square, when r is even. 
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